Markov state models (MSMs) have been demonstrated to be a powerful method for computationally studying intramolecular processes such as protein folding and macromolecular conformational changes. In this article, we present a new approach to construct MSMs that is applicable to modeling a broad class of multi-molecular assembly reactions. Distinct structures formed during assembly are distinguished by their undirected graphs, which are defined by strong subunit interactions. Spatial inhomogeneities of free subunits are accounted for using a recently developed Gaussian-based signature. Simplifications to this state identification are also investigated. The feasibility of this approach is demonstrated on two different coarse-grained models for virus self-assembly. We find good agreement between the dynamics predicted by the MSMs and long, unbiased simulations, and that the MSMs can reduce overall simulation time by orders of magnitude.
I. INTRODUCTION
The assembly of basic units into structures with increased size and complexity is central to biology, where examples of assembled structures include viruses (e.g.
Refs.
1-4 ), cell membranes, cytoskeletal filaments 5 , and ordered layers of proteins on bacterial surfaces 6 . Assembly is also increasingly important to nanoscience, where interactions between colloidal particles are being engineered to drive assembly into sophisticated, functional materials 7 and DNA origami promises the ability to build structures of nearly limitless complexity (e.g. Refs. [8] [9] [10] ). An important focus of current research is understanding how the interactions between individual components determine assembly pathways, timescales, and fidelity for a target structure. Computational modeling can play a key role in determining assembly pathways and mechanisms, since most intermediates are transient and thus not readily characterized in experiments. However, simulating assembly is challenging because target structures can be orders of magnitude larger than their constituent components and assembly pathways typically surmount large free energy barriers, leading to timescales which greatly exceed computational limitations.
This paper is concerned with using Markov State Models (MSMs) to overcome the gap between assembly times and computationally accessible timescales. Many powerful enhanced sampling techniques have been developed to efficiently harvest computational trajectories that include barrier crossings or other rare events (e.g. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] ). However, many of these methods are limited by requiring a priori knowledge of reaction coordinates, one or few pathways to completion, or only several metastable minima. In contrast, MSMs can be used to study assembly reactions characterized by multiple free energy barriers, a diverse ensemble of pathways, and pleomorphic products. Furthermore, MSMs are one of only a few methods 26 that can describe non-stationary, out-of-equilibrium dynamical processes.
While MSMs have been extensively developed in the a) Electronic mail: hagan@brandeis.edu context of protein folding [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , existing approaches cannot describe the assembly of disconnected, permutable subunits. Here, we present a method to construct MSMs that is applicable to a wide variety of such assembly reactions. We test our approach on two models, which respectively describe the assembly of viral proteins around rigid nanoparticles and flexible polymers.
II. METHODS

A. Existing implementations of MSMs
In this section we review how relatively short, unbiased simulations can be used to build an MSM and how this technique has been applied to study protein folding or conformational transitions. The procedure begins by partitioning configurations from the short simulations into states such that conformations which interconvert rapidly are collected into the same state. The separation of timescales resulting from this partitioning ensures that the model is Markovian on timescales longer than a 'lag time' τ , meaning that the probability of transitioning to a new state only depends upon the current state. Taking P (0) to be the vector of probabilities of being in each of the possible states of the system at time t = 0, the state probability at time t f is given by P (t f ) = T (τ ) n P (0) where n = t f /τ and T (τ ) is the stochastic matrix of interstate transition probabilities estimated from the simulations at lag time τ .
Determining a state decomposition that achieves the separation of timescales described above is a crucial aspect of building an MSM. If the states do not sufficiently distinguish values of all of the slow degrees of freedom in the system, then the lag time τ at which the system becomes Markovian will be comparable to its longest relaxation timescale. Since simulations must be greater than τ in length, the 'short' simulations will approach the length of long, unbiased trajectories and thus the method will offer no computational savings.
Several approaches to determining state decompositions have been developed in the context of all-atom protein simulations . In cases where a set of collective coordinates describing all of the slow degrees of freedom is known (or guessed) a priori, biased sampling can be used to determine the free energy landscape as a function of these coordinates. States can then be defined based on local free energy minima (e.g. 30, [42] [43] [44] [45] ). Since it is rare to have a priori knowledge of good collective coordinates, alternative approaches have been developed in which configurations are clustered based on geometric criteria, such as structural similarity (e.g. [46] [47] [48] [49] ). Chodera et al. 40 developed an algorithm to refine an initial geometric partitioning of 'microstates' into 'macrostates' based on kinetics. Open source software packages such as MSMBuilder 50, 51 and EMMA 58 provide a suite of tools for building MSMs in this fashion and analyzing them. This algorithm and similar approaches have been shown to be extremely powerful for the study of proteins, allowing for prediction of folding pathways and rates on even the supra-millisecond timescale (e.g. Refs.
35,51-54 ) as well as identifying hidden allosteric sites 55 . Recently, systematic approaches to find optimal coordinates for constructing MSMs have been developed 56, 57 .
B. Building MSMs for assembly systems
In contrast to protein folding, where each residue in the protein has a unique index, assembly subunits are permutable and thus cannot be indexed. Therefore, existing algorithms for determining state decompositions cannot be directly applied to self-assembly. Here, we describe several approaches to creating a state decomposition based on the network of subunit interactions and their positions relative to heterogeneous nucleation sites.
We consider systems in which subunits can assemble either through homogeneous nucleation to form a single component structure (e.g. an empty virus capsid shell) or through heterogeneous nucleation around a scaffold (e.g. a polymer or a nanoparticle) to form a multicomponent structure. To simplify the presentation, we consider one type of subunit and focus on only the largest assembled structure in the system at any given time, but the approach can be generalized to multiple subunit species and assemblies. Our approach can be applied to systems which assemble via reversible or irreversible interactions; in both cases we will describe a strong interaction as a 'bond'.
To generate a state decomposition, we categorize subunits into three classes: class I: bonded subunits in the assemblage, class II: subunits bonded to the scaffold, but not the assemblage, and class III: unbonded, free subunits. In the case of homogeneous nucleation, there are no class II subunits (since there is no scaffold), and class III subunits can be ignored if subunit association to the scaffold is sufficiently reaction-rate limited that the density of free subunits is spatially uniform.
For systems that assemble into well-defined structures, fluctuations in bond distances and angles are fast compared to bond formation and breakage. By averaging over these short timescale fluctuations, the unique structure of a growing cluster can be defined by the class I subunit bonding network. More precisely, each cluster is converted into an undirected graph with nodes corresponding to subunits and edges corresponding to bonds between the subunits (see Fig. 11 in Appendix B). This ensures a consistent state definition that is unaffected by exchanges of subunits with different indices, shorttimescale conformational fluctuations, or rigid body motions of the assemblage. Class I subunits can be further sub-partitioned by including the distance from the scaffold to each subunit, but this was unnecessary for the systems that we considered. Class II subunits can be handled in a similar manner by considering the subunitscaffold bonding network, but we found that it was only necessary to track the total number of class II subunits.
Class III subunits must be included in the state decomposition when their association to the cluster or scaffold approaches the diffusion limit, which results in density inhomogeneities. Free subunit positions fluctuate rapidly since they are not involved in strong interactions, and thus we use their density distribution rather than their positions to decompose states. We follow the approach developed by Gu et al. 59 to include solvent degrees of freedom in protein folding MSMs. We define a vector w, in which each index corresponds to a subunit in the cluster or a residue of the scaffold and each component corresponds to a distance-weighted density of free subunits around the indexed subunit:
with r i and r j as the positions of cluster/scaffold subunit i and the free subunit j. σ d is an adjustable decay length that sets the scale for relevent interactions between free subunits and the scaffold or growing cluster. This definition weighs nearby subunits more heavily since they are more likely to associate with the cluster or scaffold. Whether cluster subunits, scaffold residues, or both need to be considered in this definition depends on which association reactions approach the diffusion limit. For example, in the case considered below where subunit adsorption onto the nanoparticle approaches the diffusion limit but subunit-subunit associations do not, it is only necessary to include the nanoparticle in w. Finally, if scaffold internal degrees of freedom (e.g. conformations of a polymer) evolve slowly, these should also be included in the state definition. Because the scaffold residues (i.e. polymer segments) are indexable, these degrees of freedom can be treated via the existing RMSDbased approach (e.g. in MSMBuilder 50,51 and EMMA 58 ). Reducing the number of states. As the size of the target structure increases, the number of distinct assembly intermediates and hence the number of unique graphs grows rapidly. The number of states could become intractable if class II or class III subunits were included in the state definition. There are two routes to reduce the number of states. First, kinetic data can be used to group microstates that interconvert rapidly into macrostates by following the approach based on Perron cluster analysis in MSMBuilder 41, 50, 51 and EMMA 58 . Second, a priori knowledge of the system can be used to reduce the number of unique states. Since assembly into a target structure with high fidelity generally requires weak subunit-subunit interactions 4, 60, 61 , subunits in a cluster with only one bond rapidly dissociate. Thus, the edges corresponding to these interactions can generally be neglected when building graphs. For the models considered here, we found that fluctuations about the most compact, highly bonded structures are rapid enough that it was sufficient to consider only the number of subunits in a cluster. Several alternative simplified descriptions are discussed in Appendix B.
C. Generating The Transition Matrix
The transition probability matrix T(τ ) is calculated by column-normalizing the count matrix C(τ ), in which each element C ji gives the total number of transitions from state i to state j measured at a lag time τ . The count matrix can be calculated from many, relatively short, unbiased trajectories run in parallel. Because of the Markov property, the initial conditions for these trajectories can be chosen to efficiently generate good statistics for all of the relevant transition elements.
When no information is available a priori about which transition elements are most significant, one can use a ratcheting procedure (Appendix C). Many simulations are run in parallel for a time t s , which must be longer than the lag time τ but can be much shorter than the longest relaxation timescale. Microstates are then determined from coordinates saved during these trajectories, and a new ensemble of trajectories is started with initial conditions preferentially chosen from the microstates with the poorest sampling. This procedure is repeated until T has satisfactorily converged. Once sufficient statistics have been gathered to crudely estimate T, more systematic adaptive sampling 28 can be used to choose initial conditions that will reduce the statistical uncertainty of the MSM. However, the initial ratcheting procedure already allows for tremendous speed up in comparison to long, brute force simulations as it enables the system to cross free energy barriers in linear rather than exponential simulation times. Note that because the protocol does not generate initial conditions according to the equilibrium distribution, the count matrix C should not be symmeterized when simulating assembly dynamics. In fact, even if C is estimated from long, unbiased trajectories that achieve formation of the target structure it should not be symmeterized when calculating dynamics, since assembly to the target structure is an out-ofequilibrium process.
D. Analysis of MSMs
In this subsection we briefly review analysis of constructed MSMs and discuss an application which is useful for analyzing assembly reactions. Upon spectral decomposition of the transition matrix, the time-dependent state probabilities can be written as
where ω i is the i th eigenvalue of T(τ ) and i| and |i are the corresponding left/right eigenvectors, which are assumed to be normalized. Since T(τ ) is generally not Hermitian the left and right eigenvectors are not equivalent. Because the rate matrix is stochastic, there is only one unit eigenvalue, whose associated right eigenvector corresponds to the equilibrium distribution, while all other eigenvalues are positive and real 31 . The implied timescale, |λ i | −1 , corresponds to the relaxation timescale for eigenmode i. For lag times on which the system satisfies the Markov assumption, the calculated implied timescales are nearly independent of τ 52 . Checking the convergence of the implied timescales is useful for selecting an appropriate τ , but does not guarantee that the model is Markovian, which also requires converged eigenvectors 52 . Self-assembly reactions. It is often useful to calculate the completion fraction f c (t), which is defined as the fraction of structures in the target state as a function of time. This quantity can be compared to light scattering or size exclusion chromatography experiments [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] . With P ordered such that index 1 corresponds to the initial, unassembled state and the largest index N corresponds to the target state, f c is given by P N (t). Inserting P i (0) = δ i,1 , with δ the Kroniker delta, into Eq. (2) gives
where i| n indicates the n th index of i|. The mean com-
E. Analysis using transiton path theory 35, 54, [71] [72] [73] [74] Insight into assembly mechanisms can be obtained from MSMs using Transition Path Theory (TPT) 71, 72 , which has been developed in the context of MSMs in Refs 35, 54, 73, 74 . We state two of these results which are particularly useful for analyzing assembly reactions here. The microstates that correspond to the transition state ensemble can be identified by calculating the committor probability for each state, which is the probability that a dynamical trajectory initiated from a given state will subsequently visit the target state 75, 76 . We define A as the set of mostly unassembled states that rapidly interconvert (the reactant states), B as the target structure (the product state), and I as all other states (the intermediate states). The forward committor probability, q + i , is the probability that a trajectory started in state i will visit B before A and is given by solving
Similarly, the backward committor probability q − i is the probability that the system was more recently in state A than B. For an equilibrium system, the committor probabilities are related by 35 q
, but for the models considered here, the target structure acts as an absorbing state (see Appendix C), which gives q
The relative probabilities of different assembly pathways can be calculated from the flux between states, which is given by
, with π i as the stationary probability of being found in state i. Since f ij contains non-productive loops that are not on the pathway to completion, the forward flux f + ij is defined by subtracting out these contributions 35 :
III. MODELS
To test and benchmark our MSM framework, we consider two previously studied models for viral assembly, which differ in their level of detail and more importantly in the type of cargo being packaged. Both models represent capsid protein subunits as rigid bodies with excluded volume geometries and orientation-dependent interactions, designed such that the lowest energy structure is an icosahedron with 20 subunits. Each subunit can be thought of as describing a trimer of proteins that form a T =1 capsid 4 . Patchy Sphere Model. The first model is motivated by experiments in which capsid proteins assemble around nanoparticles functionalized with negative charge [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] . The subunit excluded volume is spherically symmetric, and three attractive patches (bond vectors) are rigidly fixed to the subunit, with each pair of bond vectors forming an angle of 108
• (see Fig. 1 and Eq. (A1)). There is a favorable interaction between subunits when (1) the ends of bond vectors nearly overlap, (2) the bond vectors are nearly anti-parallel, and (3) the secondary bond vectors are nearly coplanar. Twenty subunits realizing these conditions results in the minimum energy target structure (a complete capsid) shown in Fig. 1 . The interaction strength is tuned by the parameter ε B . The nanoparticle has a spherical excluded volume and short-range attractive interactions with capsid subunits, which are tuned by the parameter ε S and qualitatively represent screened electrostatic attractions. More details about this model can be found in Appendix A 1. Triangles Model. This model represents a capsid protein subunit using multiple, spherical 'excluders' that enforce excluded volume and spherical 'attractors' with short-range, pairwise attractions tuned by the parameter ε cc . Excluders and attractors are arranged so that the minimum energy capsid is an icosahedron (Fig. 2) . The cargo considered here is a self-avoiding bead-spring polymer with a persistence length comparable to that of single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) with no base pairing. Polymer beads experience short range attractive interactions with polymer-attractors located on the bottom of protein subunits (see Fig. 2 ); the interaction strength is tuned by the parameter ε cp . This model has previously been used to study assembly around a polymer 89 and empty capsid assembly 90 . Similar models were applied to empty capsids by Rapaport [91] [92] [93] and Nguyen et al. 94 . More details are given in Appendix A 2. Simulations and units. Subunit positions and orientations are propagated using overdamped Brownian dy-namics according to a second order predictor-corrector algorithm 95 . To represent an experiment with excess capsid protein, each simulation includes a single scaffold (nanoparticle or polymer) and is coupled to a bulk solution by performing grand canonical Monte Carlo moves, in which subunits at the periphery of the simulation box are exchanged with a reservoir at fixed chemical potential with a frequency consistent with the diffusion limited rate 84, 89 . To obtain dimensionless units, we rescale energies by k B T and times by a characteristic diffusion timescale (see Appendix A).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We performed simulations over a wide range of parameters to test the ability of the MSMs to accurately reproduce assembly dynamics and to determine the extent of computational speed up in comparison to brute force calculations. To evaluate accuracy, we compare the MSM (Eq. (3)) and brute force dynamics predictions for the cumulative distribution of assembly times, f c (t) in Figs. 3 and 4. We find that this comparison provides a stringent test of the MSM, as it requires an accurate estimate of all statistically relevant elements of the transition matrix. In particular, capturing the assembly lag phase (the time before the first target structures appear, see Fig. 3 ) requires accurate estimates for as many as 20 implied timescales and their associated eigenvectors.
The assembly time distributions are accurately predicted from the MSMs for a wide range of parameter values that represent different assembly mechanisms (Figs. 3 and 4) . In the patchy sphere model, assembly for the weakest subunit-nanoparticle interaction (ε S =6.6) is heavily nucleation-dominated, while for the strongest value (ε S =9) the nucleation timescale is comparable to the elongation timescale 96 (i.e. the time required for a critical nucleus to grow to completion 97 ). These two scenarios are distinguished by the spectrum of implied timescales (Fig. 5) . MSMs corresponding to nucleationdominated parameter sets are characterized by a wide separation between the two largest implied timescales, whereas the MSM corresponding to ε S = 9 yields a dense spectrum of implied timescales. As discussed in section IV A, the different parameter values give rise to very different assembly pathways as well.
For most parameter sets, we found that the minimal state definition capable of reproducing assembly dynamics included the number of subunits in the largest cluster and the number of subunits adsorbed to the nanoparticle or polymer. However, it is worth noting that the ratcheting procedure used to estimate the transition matrix considered not only the cluster size, but also the number of intra-cluster bonds (Appendix C). Ratcheting was less efficient when only the cluster size was considered, which suggests that the bonding network within a cluster is important. For the parameter set with the strongest subunit-nanoparticle interaction strength 
Notice that a semi-log scale is used to accomodate a wide range of assembly times. The brute force estimates of fc(t) are calculated from the completion times for 500-1, 000 unbiased simulations.
(ε s =9 in Fig. 3 ), subunits rapidly adsorbed onto the nanoparticle and it was also necessary to include the free subunit density distribution (Eq. (1)) when building the MSM.
Although a simple state definition yields accurate results for these models, a more detailed order parameter that describes the cluster structure will be required in other situations. To show that MSM construction is feasible even with our most general definition, we also generated MSMs using the graph coordinate (described in the Appendix B). As shown in Fig. 6 the predicted assembly time distributions are identical to those predicted from the simpler coordinates.
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Testing convergence. To test that a system is Markovian on timescales corresponding to the lag time τ used to build the transition matrix, one typically checks that the implied timescales are nearly lag-timeindependent for lag times equal to or exceeding τ (Fig. 5) . For assembly systems, convergence can be more stringently tested by determining if the predicted assembly time distribution f c , which depends on all of the implied timescales and associated eigenvectors, becomes independent of lag time (Fig. 7) .
Simulation Time. To assess the computational speed up afforded by MSMs for our systems, we calculated a scaled error Θ for the estimated mean assembly 
Here t T is the total simulation time accrued during the short trajectories used to estimate the transition probability matrix; t T was varied by changing the number of short trajectories. We neglected computational overhead associated with initializing short trajectories and spectral decomposition of the transition matrix, as these factors were negligible. We also calculated Θ as a function of simulation time for straightforward dynamics, with t T varied by changing the number of trajectories used to estimatet c (t f ). As shown in Fig 7, the MSM calculation converges with an order of magnitude less simulation time than the estimate based on straightforward dy- namics. As expected, the magnitude of speedup depends on the separation of timescales, with greater speed up for large nucleation barriers and only limited speed up in growth-dominated regimes with dense timescale spectra. Importantly, the method is not hindered by multiple, large nucleation barriers such as tend to occur for low values of ε B in these capsid assembly systems 99 .
FIG. 7. MSM convergence data for patchy spheres (εB = 10, εS = 6.6). (a)
The scaled error (Eq. (7)) of the mean completion timetc as a function of total simulation time tT for the MSM calculation and straightforward dynamics. (b) Convergence of the fraction complete fc as more trajectories are used to build the MSM. The mean completion time is about 100 times the length of the short simulations used for this parameter set. The MSM has converged after about 1, 000 short simulations, which corresponds to the total CPU time of 10 brute force simulations. Without the MSM, hundreds of brute force simulations are required to achieve comparable precision.
A. Analysis using Transiton Path Theory.
As a further test of the MSM approach and its ability to provide mechanistic insight, we applied Transition Path Theory (TPT) 35 (see section II E) to MSMs for several patchy sphere parameter sets. First, we calculated committor probabilities as functions of the cluster size n and the number of adsorbed subunits n s . Committors calculated using the MSM (Fig. 8a) closely agree with those calculated from straightforward dynamical trajectories (Fig. 8b) . Provided that the chosen collective variables are suitable reaction coordinates 75 , states with committor probabilities near q i = 1/2 correspond to critical nuclei, or coordinates from which complete assembly or complete disassembly are equally probable. Fig. 8 reveals that the ensemble of critical nuclei depends sensitively on parameter values. For instance, with moderate strengths of subunit-subunit and subunit-nanoparticle interactions (Fig. 8a) critical nuclei occur for a narrow range of adsorbed subunits n s ≈ 15 but include a broad range of n = 10 − 15 subunits in the cluster, indicating that subunit adsorption is the controlling degree of freedom, while the assembly state of the adsorbed subunits is fluctuating rapidly during nucleation. In contrast, for weak subunit-subunit and strong subunit-nanoparticle interactions (Fig. 8d) , for which subunit adsorption is rapid but assembly requires a rare fluctuation to a large cluster size, the critical nuclei include a narrow range of n. To determine how parameter values influence assembly mechanisms, we used Eq. (6) to calculate the total forward flux through each Markov state (Fig. 9) . The sequence of states with the largest flux connecting the initial and target configurations corresponds to the most probable assembly pathway. We see that for nucleation dominated parameters (ε B =10, ε S =6.6, Fig.  9a,c) on average 15 of the 20 subunits required to form a capsid have adsorbed onto the nanoparticle in a disordered manner before any significant assembly occurs, indicating that assembly proceeds according to the en masse mechanism defined in Refs 84, 89, 100 . For weaker subunit-nanoparticle interactions and stronger subunitsubunit interactions (ε S =4, ε B =13.5, Fig. 9b,d) , the predominant assembly pathway changes to a nucleation and growth scenario in which the number of adsorbed subunits and the cluster size proceed in lockstep, because adsorption of unassembled subunits is only transient. The calculated assembly pathways closely agree with those determined from brute force dynamics. 
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a general approach to construct MSMs for assembly systems, in which undirected graphs categorize the interaction network of growing clusters. We also discuss several simplified descriptors of the assembly state. A Gaussian-based signature 59 can be used to describe the density distribution of free subunits; however, this parameter can be neglected when subunit association is reaction-rate limited. We find that MSMs constructed from trajectories that are orders of magnitude shorter than the mean assembly time accurately describe dynamics on all assembly timescales for two different model systems. Analysis of the constructed MSMs using transition path theory 35 reveals predominant assembly pathways and the transition state ensembles as functions of control parameter values. This information can be used to infer mechanisms and to identify key intermediates that could be targeted to effect changes in assembly yields or structures.
A key requirement of the MSM approach is determining a state decomposition for which the system is Markovian on a timescale short in comparison to the assembly time. Based on the success of our MSM calculation for two different models, we expect our approach to state decomposition to apply to a wide variety of assembly reactions. Our structure-based coordinates are particularly well-suited for reactions in which subunit association and dissociation timescales are slow in comparison to the local relaxation of a cluster (i.e. fluctuations around preferred interaction distances and angles). Although our simple ratcheting procedure for estimating the transition probability matrix produced significant speedup, convergence times could be further improved by refining state definitions based on interconversion kinetics 28 . In the two systems considered here, we found that state decompositions based on only the size of the largest cluster and the number of subunits adsorbed to the scaffold were sufficient for describing the dynamics for most parameter sets. Generalizing the state definition to account for other partially assembled clusters did not improve the accuracy or convergence of the MSM. However, this generalization could be important for systems in which there is an ensemble of large, partially assembled intermediates. This situation occurs when free energy barriers to nucleation are small, allowing for the rapid and spontaneous formation of clusters. For example, many capsid assembly simulations have focused on parameter sets where nucleation and elongation timescales are comparable, since assembly is most readily accessible by straightforward dynamics at these parameters 4 . However, this regime lacks the large separation of timescales that MSMs (and other enhanced sampling techniques) exploit to the greatest advantage.
The largest speed up will be achieved in systems with one or more large free energy barriers. Under these conditions nucleation is a true rare event and considering only the largest cluster is likely sufficient for state decomposition (see Ref.
101 for further discussion). Such parameter sets are also most relevant to most experiments, where nucleation is rate limiting and concentrations of intermediates are often so low as to be undetectable (e.g. 4, 63 ). The MSM approach described here enables simulating assembly at these experimentally relevant parameter values.
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with L p a generalized truncated and shifted LennardJones function:
In Eq. (A1) the index b sums over pairs of complementary bond vectors, Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function and R ij is the subunit center-to-center distance. The nanoparticle is modeled as a spherical excluded volume with a Lennard-Jones potential whose argument is shifted so that the minimum occurs when subunits are on the surface:
with r as the nanoparticle-subunit center-to-center distance, R S as the radius of the nanoparticle, and ε S as a tuneable subunit-nanoparticle interaction strength. This potential qualitatively represents subunit electrostatic interactions with functionalized gold nanoparticles [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] . Units and parameter values. Lengths have units of σ, the subunit diameter, energies have units of k B T , and times have units of t 0 = σ 2 /D, where D is the subunit diffusion constant. The box side length is 18σ, the nanoparticle radius is R S = 0.9σ, grand canonical particle exchanges occur at least 9σ from the nanoparticle surface, and the reservoir subunit concentration is c 0 = 0.005σ 
Triangles model
In this model taken from Ref.
89 , the minimum energy structure is a complete capsid of 20 subunits assembled around a bead-spring polymer. The truncated pyramidal subunits are composed of two layers of excluders, which enforce excluded volume interactions, and two layers of capsomer attractors on the edges, which mimic hydrophobic and electrostatic attractions (see Fig. 10 ). The attractive interaction between subunits is maximized when the capsomer attractors are perfectly overlapping. In this situation, excluders on either side of the interface are separated by the cut off distance of their potential. The polymeric cargo is a freely-jointed chain of spherical monomers, which have an excluded volume that represents steric interactions and screened electrostatic repulsions. The model represents the polymer in good solvent, which behaves as a self-avoiding random walk with radius of gyration R g = 0.21N 3/5 p σ b ; N p is the number of monomers and σ b is the monomer diameter. The polymer has short-range interactions with the polymer attractors on the bottom of each subunit, which represent screened electrostatic interactions. All interactions in this model can be decomposed into pairwise potentials.
Capsomer-Capsomer Interactions. Capsomer subunit interactions decompose into pairwise interactions between their constituent building blocks -the excluders and attractors. Excluders in a subunit i experience a truncated Lennard-Jones-like potential when within a cutoff radius r c of excluders in subunit j = i (i.e. subunits excluders repel each other when overlapping). Attractors in subunit i experience an attractive LennardJones-like potential with commensurate attractors from another subunit j = i. Commensurate attractors are defined to be the attractors which would overlap in a complete capsid 89 :
where the first sum is over all pairs of excluders between subunits i and j and the second sum is over all commensurate attractor pairs between subunits i and j, with ε cc as an adjustable parameter that tunes the attraction strength. The coordinates of the k th excluder/attractor are given by r k i and L 4 is given by Eq. (A2). Capsomer-Polymer Interactions. The capsomerpolymer attraction is similar to the capsomer-capsomer interaction, with an attractive potential that is minimized when polymer beads overlap subunit attractors and a repulsive potential to account for excluded volume. For a capsid subunit i and polymer subunit j, the potential is
with the first sum over all subunit excluders and the second sum over all polymer attractors on the subunit. ε cp parameterizes the attraction strength for each attractor. σ p is the diameter of a polymer bead and is set to 0.4σ b . ξ k is a factor that decreases the interaction strength for the outmost three polymer attractors on the subunit (ξ k = 1 2 ) to compensate for these sites overlapping in a complete capsid. ξ k is set to one for all other attractors.
Polymer-Polymer Interactions. The polymer potential includes a 'bonded' interaction between monomers that are nearest neighbors along the chain and a nonbonded, excluded volume interaction with all other polymer beads. For bead coordinates r i and r j (i = j)
Units and parameter values. The capsomer subunits have anisotropic translational and rotational diffusion constants calculated using Hydrosub7.C 89, 102 . Lengths are scaled by σ b and times are scaled by t 0 , which is the Brownian time for a sphere with diameter σ b . The box side length is 40σ b , grand canonical moves are performed at least 10σ b from the center of the polymer, the reservoir concentration is 0.00047σ Graph Isomorphism. Here we describe a general approach to state decomposition for self-assembly reactions, which represents the bonding network of a growing cluster as an undirected graph (Fig. 11) , with subunits as the nodes and strong interactions, which we denote as 'bonds', as the edges (see Fig. 11 ). Structures which differ only in the indices that label their subunits or fluctuations of bond geometries have the same graphs; to account for subunit index changes, isomorphic graphs were identified using the algorithm in the Boost C++ libraries 103, 104 , although faster algorithms are available (e.g. 105 ). We only applied this order parameter to class I subunits (i.e. the largest growing cluster) as described in section II B, but it can be generalized to class II subunits by considering subunit interactions with the scaffold.
Alternative structure-based order parameters. Through a priori knowledge of the system, it is possible to devise state decompositions which result in fewer states. For example, subunits attached to a cluster by only a single interaction are transient under typical assembly conditions 99 . Graphs can therefore be simplified by pruning nodes which are connected to the rest of the graph by only a single edge. Further simplifications can be made by only recording features of the graph. For systems in which single bonds are relatively unstable, clusters tend to grow by sequential completion of polygons 90 . One can then record the set of all cycles (which correspond to complete polygons) in the graph, or one can account only for the number of subunits n and number of bonds n b within a growing cluster. These two quanti- ties can be combined into a single coordinate as
with a parameter a that prevents degeneracy among typical structures by separating structures with different numbers of complete polygons. We used a=5 or a=10.
Appendix C: Simulations and protocol for estimating the transition matrix
This section describes the ratcheting procedure that we used to estimate the elements of the transition matrix. We began by performing n s simulations (with n s =50 − 100), each started from initial configurations in which subunits had random positions and orientations (except that subunits were not allowed to overlap). Each simulation was run for a time t s , and snapshots were saved regularly to a database. Saved configurations were then classified into states. This classification could be based on any of the state decomposition approaches described in this article; we used the coordinate defined in Eq. (B1). A second iteration was then started, in which n s new simulations of length t s were performed with snapshots regularly saved to the database. To efficiently estimate important elements of the transition matrix, initial configurations were preferentially chosen from states from which fewer simulations had already been initialized. Iterations were then repeated until the MSM converged (Fig. 7) . This procedure is useful when no a priori knowledge is available about the system, since it both focuses sampling on poorly sampled states and identifies new states that arise through the natural dynamics of the system. However, once enough states have been gathered to construct an MSM, more sophisticated adaptive sampling is possible 28 . Optimal values of the parameters n s and t s depend on both the system being simulated and the available computational resources and thus need to be chosen through trial and error. The simulation time t s must be longer than the lag time τ , but should not be too long in order to efficiently ratchet the system over free energy barriers. We found that a t s of around 20τ − 100τ usually worked well. The total number of simulations required to generate a converged MSM varied depending on the parameters, but we found that about 1,000 simulations were sufficient for most parameter sets. We used a modified version of MSMBuilder 50 to construct the transition matrix and to calculate its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. For most parameter sets, it was sufficient to calculate only the top 20 eigenvectors.
For the models that we consider here, dissociation of a subunit from a complete capsid occurs only on timescales long compared to the assembly time for most parameter sets. Thus, well-formed target states are effectively absorbing states on simulated timescales (see Refs. 4, 97, 106 for discussion); however, on rare occasions, capsids would form in strained configurations and eventually dissociate. When building the transition matrix, it was important to acquire sufficient statistics from short trajectories in the target state to balance the rare dissociations from strained target states. This need could be avoided by either more stringently defining the target state or by manually defining the target state as an absorbing state during transition matrix construction. Note that if one were interested in capturing the much longer time scale associated with dissociation of a well-formed target structure, additional coordinates describing fluctuations of the subunit-subunit bonds would be required to efficiently sample this transition.
